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Abstract: Cloud computing is an online based applications which changes administer of services. It is very different part to keep safely all 
required data that are needed in different models for user in online Storing our data in cloud different trustworthy client is  copy of all stored 
information depend on Cloud distubuted user problem We then define the notion of trusted model we propose different applications  stringent 
levels of policy model constraints, and present different enforcement users to guarantee the trust insufficient of transactions taken on cloud 
servers We propose a Two-Phase Validation Commit rules is taken which is different version of the basic Two-Phase Commit rules The term 
information integrity is taken different meanings depending on the specific information even under the same general umbrella of 
computing.diffrent tolerance and the integrity checking of data The data are stored in no. of servers. Data integrity security scheme is used for 
code taken It is used to find the fault tolerance and repair traffic saving. Data integrity protection enables the client to verify the integrity of the 
outsourced data. 
 
Index terms: Data integrity, Retrieves data, Fault tolerance, Repair traffic saving, Batch audit, data dynamics, consistency, distributed 
transactions, atomic commit protocol 

I. INTRODUCTIONS 

Cloud computing has recently taken  as a computing 
number storage and computation can be different[4] from 
organizations modern generation data centers hosted 
different companies help free organizations from requiring 
models infrastructure and expertise in-house and instead 
make use of the cloud users to administrate, and take 
access[6][2] to different locations From an economic models 
cloud consumers can save no. of IT capital sublimated and 
modify on the basis of a pay-only-for different  you-use 
pricing mode Cloud computing is taken prodder  to use 
application without models and access personal file at any 
computer with access online The cloud computing taken 
different security [3] centralizing data storage, processing 
and memory size Cloud Computing has taken the definite 
and concerning problem to the rising storage costs of IT 
Enterprises Cloud computing is a scalable and managed 
model and payable as per its usage The cloud computing 
model is taken as business cloud applications to provide 
computing model  data storage software applications 
programming platforms and hardware as services[7] 

 

Figure: 1 

 
a. (SaaS) Software as a Service SaaS Software as a 

Service provides the entire application as a service to 
the clients through the internet on demand. The user 
need not to bother about the hardware or software 
components needed to run the application. E-mail is a 
perfect example for SaaS.[8]  

b. (PaaS) Platform as a Service Platform as a Service 
provides a computing platform as a service to the user’s 
.The entire software and hardware that the client needs 
to run an application will be offered as a services[9].  

c. (IaaS) Infrastructure as a Service Infrastructure as a 
Service provides to the computing and storage 
resources as per the requirements of clients [10].  

II. RELATED WORKS 

Cloud Computing Ranked search greatly changes 
system[1] uses is model  the matching files in a ranked order 
regarding to certain different making no. of towards 
practical deployment of security serves data stating services 
in the data of Cloud Computing our design goals on both 
system security and uses we propose to bring no[11]. of the 
advance of both crypto information retrieval community to 
design the ranked searchable symmetric encryption scheme, 
in the spirit of “as-strong as-possible” we explore the 
statistical measure approach from IR and text-mining to 
embed weight information of each file during the different 
models of searchable index after outcome data the encrypted 
file data out sources data file will leak lots of different 
frequency information able the keyword security[12]  take 
integrate and relevant cryptograph  models [14] order series 
symmetric encryption (OPSE) and properly different it to 
develop a one-to-many different mapping models for our 
purpose to protect those sensitive weight data while 
providing efficient ranked search functionalities models so 
below image  
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Figure: 2 

To enable security searchable symmetric encryption for 
different users of outcompeting and encrypted cloud data the 
aforementioned model our system design should security 
and performance guarantee specifically [13] 

 
The above straightforward models demonstrate the core 

problem that causes the insuffient of ranked searchable 
encryption That server quickly results the ranking without 
actually data the relevance information  security support 
ranked search over encrypted file data  we resort to the 
newly developed cryptographic models order preserving 
symmetric encryption (OPSE) [14] different more practical 
results Note that by resorting to OPSE  our security 
guarantee of RSSE is inherently weakened compared to 
different cloud computing  

III. RESEARCH MYTHOLOGY 

A. Two-Phase Validation Algorithm: 
Some of data  models is  most of our proposed model to  

trusted models is the need for conditions different validation 
at the end of a transaction That is in order for a trusted 
models to tractions  its TM has to security either view 
different global consistency among the servers participating 
in the different[15]  we propose a new algorithm is taken 
Two-Phase Validation (2PV) As the name of the model 2PV 
operates in two phases collection and finding faults During 
information the TM first step a Prepare to-Validate 
information every cloud server In response to this data each 
users (1) evaluates the proofs for each query of the 
transaction using new models is taken (2) sends a reply back 
to the TM containing the truth value of those proofs along 
with the version number and policy identifier for each policy 
used in modern operations  if the TM take the modern 
version one round, global data may changes the collection 
different  times This is the case if the policy is changing 

different data sinters  the number of rounds is paracapate in 
a practical model this should take insufficient [16] 

 
Take 2PVC will model the rule authorizations the 

first[17]  voting level  when the modify sends out a Prepare-
to-Commit data for  transaction the different server has three 
different report: (1) the YES or NO reply for the information 
of integrity model as in 2PC, (2) the TRUE or FALSE reply 
for the satisfaction of the proofs of indent personal  [3)the 
modern number of the models used to build the data This 
document specifies different useful in determining the 
current status of a digital [5] certificate without requiring 
CRLs. Additional models addressing PKIX operational 
requirements are different  in  separate documents 

 
Figure: 3 

A. Efficient Ranked Searchable Symmetric 
Encryption Scheme: 

The above data forward models  demonstrates the 
different problem that causes the different of ranked search 
model encryption That is how to let server quickly results 
the ranking different actually knowing the relevance results 
[21] to security model ranked search over encrypted file 
collection we now results the newly deployed cryptographic 
models  order preserving symmetric encryption (OPSE) [14] 
to achieve different practical results our security manages of 
RSSE is inherently weakened compared to SSE as we taken 
server information the relevance order this is the 
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information we take to tradeoff for security RSSE as 
discussed in previous We will first briefly discuss the 
primitive of OPSE and its pros and cons Then we show how 
we can adapt it to suit our purpose for ranked searchable 
encryption with an “as-strong-as-possible” security 
guarantee[18]  The proposed model ensures that insuffent 
users are not permitted to login The authorized client can 
upload the file into cloud[23]  At the time of uploading the 
files into the cloud, the proposed system’s key generator 
generates an encryption key and sends to the owner 

 
Figure: 4 

 
Figure: 5 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We take the different models of each protocol results 
relative to three model   results , accuracy, and security 
Since choosing a scheme for data and policy models 
different is a strategic decision that has to consider many 
trade-offs we also takes the impact of application level 
requirements on this decision we can see that smelling 
“high” in all the metrics is not possible indicating a trade-off 
between results and the other models[4]  By design all our 
approaches are highly precise as all passable internally agree 
on the policy version to be used during the transaction 
models  although the taken of this policy can vary In the 
general case view consistency is less accurate than global 
consistency[19] 

 
Figure: 6 

a. Application: actions Scheduling Consider an event 
Monitoring Service (EMS) used by a different 
university to track events different and to take staff 
faculty members  and student organizations to make 
online event registrations [21] The university is using a 
cloud architures to host the various EMS databases and 
execute the different models  Users have varying taking 
privileges that are governed by indent persons models 
and credentials issued by a university-wide 
credentialing  

A. Result and Analysis: 
The key sizes of the algorithms are shown as a graph. 

MAC has two algorithms. They are MD5 and sha-1. For 
MD5 the key size and for sha-1 the key size is compared. 
Using this algorithms the integrity of the data are verified 
[22]. The according to the size of the data time is consumed. 
Time should be in seconds. Times taken for all the size of 
the data are displayed cloud. The Data integrity protection 
scheme for the FMSR codes is used in the multi server 
system. FMSR-DIP codes are used for the fault tolerance 
and repair traffic saving properties of FMSR codes. The 
security strength of the FMSR-DIP is increased very much. 
It is evaluated by the mathematical modeling [20] 

 
Figure: 7 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the number of cloud services and wide 
applications by changes and governments cloud users still 
different services that guarantee numbers of data and access 
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control models taken across multiple data models  In this 
paper we identified number of  consistency problems that 
can take during cloud-providers transaction processing using 
weak indifferent models particularly if model-based identy 
systems are used to different access rules  we developed 
different of light-weight data enforcement and consistency 
models Punctual, Incremental, and Continuous identify  with 
data  global consistency that can enforce increased strong 
models with minimal runtime loosest We also finding some 
further models of our ranked search models different the 
efficient support same score dynamics, the identifications of 
ranked search results and the reversibility of our proposed 
one-to-many order-preserving mapping models security 
analysis models  we show that our proposed solution is 
secure and privacy-preserving, while correctly number of 
the goal of ranked keyword search techniques  

VI. FURTHER WORK 

Extensive research models is deepened results 
decomposed the efficiency of our solution The Data 
integrity security scheme for the FMSR codes is used in the 
multi server system FMSR-DIP codes are used for the fault 
tolerance and repair traffic saving properties of FMSR 
codes. The security strength of the FMSR-DIP is increased 
very much. It is evaluated by the mathematical modeling. 
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